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The UGC-HRDC, PRSU, Raipur, Chhattisgarh is organizing an Online Workshop in MOOCs, Online Courses & 

OER during 01.09.2022 to 03.09.2022. 

 

Objective: 

 

Using the Massive open online courses (MOOCs) platform SWAYAM, the Ministry of Human Resource 

Development (MHRD) has started a significant and groundbreaking effort for the online professional 

development of higher education staff. Additionally, the participants will become acquainted with MOOCs 

and other e-learning tools. Young and aspiring colleges that are interested in creating e-resources as a planned 

future project under NEP would find the programme to be very helpful. The primary goal of the workshop is 

to inform college and university teaching staff about the benefits of e-learning and to motivate them to plan, 

design, develop, deliver, and implement MOOCs and other Open Educational Resources (OER) in order to 

keep up with the digital revolution of the twenty-first century, in which technology is rapidly advancing. 

 

 
Target Group: All regular faculties of Universities/ Colleges that are included under section 2 (f) of the UGC act.The 

teachers of the colleges affiliated to the University for at least five years can participate. 

 
Mode of Delivery: Online Sessions on Google Meet. Sessions will be held from 10:30 to 17:30 daily. 

 
Requirement for the Course: Desktop/ Laptop/ Smart phone with good Internet Connectivity  (Webcam,Microphone, 

headphones and Multimedia enabled). 

 
Contact Email: hrdcprsu@gmail.com; dr.arvind02@gmail.com 

 

Call: 0771-2263828; 9754233057 

 

Registration/ Application Link: https://forms.gle/nCTBK7RReurYo2Vb7 
 

Registration fee: Rs. 1000.00 (non-refundable), to be paid online in Director, ASC bank account number -30644576182; 

IFSC code: SBIN0003739, State Bank of India, PRSU, Raipur. 

 
Number of Participants: Minimum 20 and Maximum 40 on first come first serve basis. 
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